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B.C. EHT Starts 2019 — Draft 
Legislation Released 
October 22, 2018 
No. 2018-39 

British Columbia has released draft legislation to enact the new provincial Employer Health 
Tax (EHT), which will apply starting January 1, 2019. The draft legislation, which was 
released on October 16, 2018, requires employers to pay EHT for employees who report to 
work at a permanent establishment in British Columbia, or employees who are paid from or 
through a permanent establishment in British Columbia. Although the draft legislation 
largely follows previous announcements and guidance, British Columbia has now clarified 
the treatment of associated employers and various administration and enforcement 
provisions. 

Background 
B.C. introduced the new Employer Health Tax (EHT) in its 2018 provincial budget 
(see TaxNewsFlash-Canada 2018-05, "Highlights of the 2018 British Columbia 
Budget"). The EHT is an annual payroll tax intended to help fund the elimination of the 
Medical Services Plan premiums, which will fully take place January 1, 2020. British 
Columbia released additional guidance on these rules this past summer. 

Generally, the amount of EHT that an employer must pay depends on the amount of 
their B.C. remuneration (i.e., salaries, wages and other remuneration, including taxable 
benefits and stock option benefits), received or deemed to be received by the 
employees. The EHT will be calculated as a percentage of annual B.C. remuneration. 
Employers with B.C. remuneration of $500,000 to $1.5 million will be subject to EHT at 
2.925% x (B.C. remuneration less $500,000), while employers with B.C. remuneration of 
more than $1.5 million will have to pay EHT at a rate of 1.95% of B.C. remuneration. 

 
 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/ca/pdf/tnf/2018/ca-highlights-of-the-2018-british-columbia-budget.pdf?j=40047880&e=hgilroy@kpmg.ca&l=19184745_HTML&u=701482786&mid=10490152&jb=0&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=ExactTarget&utm_campaign=
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/ca/pdf/tnf/2018/ca-highlights-of-the-2018-british-columbia-budget.pdf?j=40047880&e=hgilroy@kpmg.ca&l=19184745_HTML&u=701482786&mid=10490152&jb=0&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=ExactTarget&utm_campaign=
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Associated Employers 
 
Where employers are associated with one or more other employers at the end of the 
calendar year, these employers must calculate their combined B.C. remuneration to 
determine whether they must pay EHT. These rules also apply to individual, partnership 
and trust employers that are deemed for these purposes to be corporations with one class 
of voting shares for purposes of determining associated employers. The draft legislation 
relies on the associated corporation rules under section 256 of the Income Tax Act 
(Canada) in determining a group of associated employers. 

A group of associated employers must share the $500,000 and $1.5 million thresholds and 
file with the commissioner an allocation agreement that assigns amounts to each of the 
associated employers for the calendar year.  

Registration and filings 
 
Employers with B.C. remuneration of more than $500,000 in a calendar year can register 
for the EHT starting January 7, 2019. Registration can be completed through an eTaxBC 
account. Large employers with B.C. remuneration of over $600,000 (i.e., that are expected 
to pay more than $2,925 in EHT in a calendar) will have to register by May 15, 2019, as the 
first quarterly installment payment is due June 15, 2019. All other taxable employers must 
register by December 31, 2019. 

Qualifying employers must file their first EHT return and pay any remaining EHT owing by 
March 31, 2020. The return must be filed electronically through eTaxBC. 

Paying the EHT 
 
The first EHT instalment must be paid by June 15, 2019, with subsequent instalments due 
September 15 and December 15. Employers with B.C. remuneration of over $600,000 
must make quarterly instalment payments based on the lesser of 25% of the previous 
year’s tax or 25% of the current year’s estimated tax (for 2019, these instalments must be 
calculated as if the EHT were in force on January 1, 2018). EHT can be remitted either via 
eTaxBC or through a bank or financial institution.  

Charities and not-for-profit employers 
 
Special EHT rules apply for certain charities and not-for-profit employers. These entities 
must pay their EHT on a location-by-location basis, meaning the amount of tax owed will 
not be based on the entity as a whole, and the amount each location owes will depend on 
the amount of its B.C. remuneration. Locations will not have to pay any EHT if their B.C. 
remuneration is $1.5 million or less.   

KPMG observations 
Dividends and interest are not included in the definition of remuneration under these 
rules. As a result, corporations may be able to remunerate employees (e.g., principal 
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shareholders) through the payment of dividends that reduce the EHT otherwise payable. 
It is important that corporations consider the impact of the tax on split income rules prior 
to the payment of any dividends. 

Although British Columbia previously indicated that “medium”-sized employers with 
payroll between $500,000 and $1.5 million would be subject to a lower EHT rate, the 
draft legislation does not provide relief for these employers. Instead, these employers 
will be subject to a higher 2.925% tax rate on the $1 million over $500,000 such that, 
once their payroll is $1.5 million, they are effectively paying a 1.95% tax rate on the 
entire $1.5 million. 

 
We can help 

Your KPMG adviser can help you assess the effect of the EHT and point out how to ease 
their impact. We can also keep you abreast of the progress of these proposals as they 
make their way into law. 
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